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Abstract: The French missionary, Dallet (1874) wrote that there is a common textbook for the ancient Chinese 

people and for the ancient Korean people in order to instruct the Chinese character to their children. It is „Tcheonzamun‟ 

in Korean pronunciation, and it is „The thousand character essay‟ in English. But it is not well known that who has 

created the masterpiece of Asia. Therefore, the researchers including the present researcher tried to translate the poem 

from Tcheonzamun through the meaning of Chinese character and through Korean pronunciation of Chinese character in 

Tcheonzamun (Park et al., 2021a; Park et al., 2021b). This research has a goal of knowing of ancient Korean history. The 

title is „This is your mother!‟ This present study has a goal of knowing of ancient Korean history as shown in the title. 

And this poem contains 16 letters from 209th to 224th characters of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay). This 

time, the researcher translated the poem through the meaning of Chinese character. 213-216 形 (Hyeong) 端(Dan) 表

(Pyo) 正(Zeong). No, it is not true! In order to show that I am outside (表) good and right (正), my figure inside (形) 

must be right (端) 

Keywords: This poem contains 16 letters from 209th to 224th characters of Tcheonzamun, a common textbook for 

the ancient Chinese people and for the ancient Korean people, „Tcheonzamun‟ in Korean pronunciation, and it is „The 

thousand character essay‟ in English, This research has a goal of knowing of ancient Korean history. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
The French missionary, Dallet (1874) wrote that there is a common textbook for the ancient Chinese people and 

for the ancient Korean people in order to instruct the Chinese character to their children. It is „Tcheonzamun‟ in Korean 

pronunciation, and it is „The thousand character essay‟ in English. But it is not well known that who has created the 

masterpiece of Asia. Therefore, the researchers including the present researcher tried to translate the poem from 

Tcheonzamun through the meaning of Chinese character and through Korean pronunciation of Chinese character in 

Tcheonzamun (Park et al., 2021a; Park et al., 2021b). This research has a goal of knowing of ancient Korean history. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The researcher tried to translate the poem (209th-224th) of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay). There 

are two methods for the present researcher to translate the poem of Tcheonzamun. One method is through the meaning of 

Chinese characters, the other is through Korean pronunciation of Chinese characters (Park et al., 2021a; Park et al., 

2021b). 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The title is „This is your mother!‟ This present study has a goal of knowing of ancient Korean history as shown 
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in the title. And this poem contains 16 letters from 209th to 224th characters of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character 

essay). This time, the researcher translated the poem through the meaning of Chinese character. 

 

Number in Tcheonzamun Chinese characters (Pronunciation of Korean language in English alphabet).  

209-212 德(Deog) 建(Geon) 名(Myeong) 立(Lib). In order to establish (立) my name (名) in front of others, I 

must make show (建) that myself is powerful or talented person (德).  

       

 213-216 形(Hyeong) 端(Dan) 表(Pyo) 正(Zeong) No, it is not true! In order to show that I am outside (表) 

good and right (正), my figure inside (形) must be right (端)..  

 

217-220 空(Kong) 谷(Gog) 傳(Zeon) 聲(Seong). In order to make the valley (谷) vacant (空), you might 

transfer (傳) your voice (聲). After the transfer, there will be remained nothing in the valley. 

 

221-224 虛(Heo) 堂(Dang) 習(Seub) 聽(Tcheong) In order to make the house (堂) vacant (虛), you must learn (

習) the attitude of listening (聽). If you finished the listening, there will be remained nothing in the house. 
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